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There are no upcoming assignments. Use the following colors to paint organization cards: Paint organization cards according to the nutrition list on the back of the lab's first page. Cut them apart and use them to create a food web using the diet list. Glue them to a separate sheet of paper. Be sure to draw arrows to the right bodies. Then create four food chains (with four levels) on the first page of the
workshop. Remember, the sun and decomposers are not included in the food chain. Write them in the blank columns. Then use your food chains to create energy pyramids. the amount of energy available at each level. On the last page, identify the various pyramids and name them. 12-d Food chains and energy pyramids acitivity .pdf Unit 10 test review - evolution Use your book, notes, power points,
assignments, etc to answer test review questions. The test shall be reviewed on the day of the test. This worksheet will help you understand the specialization process and understand how natural selection plays a role in creating new species. 10-e Finch Speciation worksheet.doc practical interpretation and creation of cladograms: a diagram used to show evolutionary relationships. As different attributes
appear, some groups will be separated because they do not develop these characteristics, while others do. Cladogram can present the common origin and relationships between different groups of organisms based on their common derived characteristics. 10-d Interpretation and construction cladograms.pdf Evidence of package evolution. The notes are located electronically in unit 10 that can help with
the assignment. Each student must complete their own package. They can work with a partner or on their own. Each group is to cut and stick the embryology and whale cards on a separate sheet of paper and convert to one per group. Students are advised to keep this task and deliver it on the finish date so that they can use it to work on their test review. Breeding lab bunnies shows how natural selection
works at allele frequencies in a rabbit population. This lab makes a connection between genetics and evolution. 10-b Breeding_Bunnies lab.pdf Unit 10 Vocabulary - Evolution.docx Unit 9 Test Review Genetics.docx 9-i Intro to pedigrees.pdf practice non-mendelian genetics 9-h Advanced genetic problems.doc Use notes to answer questions 9-c Monohybrid Cross worksheet.pdf This package is an
introduction to the topics covered by the 8: Each lesson should be completed before we talk about it in class. The entire package is expected on the day of the unit 8 test. Types and functions of structures of each type Lesson 10: Protein Synthesis Transcription Translation DNA mutations Chromosomal mutations Lesson 18: Applications of Genetic Fingerprint DNA Karyotypes 8-a unit 8 insert packet.pdf
RNA structure and function: Protein synthesis: transcription translation Mutations Karyotype DNA fingerprint analysis/ gel electrophoresion GMOs Unit 8 test review 2015.docx Unit 7 DNA test, Cell, Cell, Cell, The final exam is due on the day of your final: The review is worth up to 10 points in your final if: in your handwriting it is completed signed by a parent who is not copied by another student who
returned on the day of your final, before your final exam.... late reviews will not be accepted. You will also be allowed to use a half sheet of notebook paper, front and back, as a cheat sheet for your final. To use it in your final, it must be: in your own handwriting nothing can be printed or photocopied only written on the front and back of a 1/2 sheet of paper If you do not follow these rules, you will not be
allowed to use the cheat sheet in your final exams. You'll deliver it with your final exams. 2014 Final Examination Test Review.doc Unit 6 covers photosynthesis, cellular respiration, and the specialized parts of plants involved in photosynthesis. introduction to unit 6: cellular energy 6-a introduction to the cell membrane energy.pdf Cell membrane: Cell transfer: Passive: diffusion osmosis facilitated the active
review test Unit 4 covers: Cells: plant types vs. animal organelle microscopes: Cell inte cell specialization This workshop is used for students present in the classroom and for those who were absent. This workshop can be completed using a manual (which can be controlled by me) and/or the internet. Many of the questions can be answered using guided reading within the laboratory. 4-d Body cells lab.doc
4-a cell folding book.pdf 4-a cell folding instructions.doc Interactive online workshop ... Go to the links page, select virtual enzyme lab and follow the steps/instructions to answer questions. 3-e Enzymes Virtual Lab.pdf Unit 2 test will cover the following material: characteristics of the life levels of body systems organization Read Mars and car, then write two paragraphs. The first paragraph will try to convince
me that the car is a living thing. The second paragraph will try to convince me that he's not alive. Use the evidence provided in the reading, not from your own knowledge, and use your notes to support your claim. 2-a Martian and car.pdf Students have been given a progress report showing their grade (at the time of printing) and their assignments. It must be reviewed and signed by both student and parent
and then delivered for a daily degree. I will only accept the initial progress report. I don't accept reprints, phone call notes or emails. This is a mission of responsibility... can do it at home, show their parents and get back to the next class without losing it. The unit 1 test shall be submitted on the day of the unit 1 test. Unit 1 covers the scientific method, laboratory safety and metric measurements/conversions.
There are no upcoming assignments. dichotomous basic lab (2016-2017).doc.docx dichotomous basic lab (2016-2017).doc breaks vocabulary Hw.docx Beak of finches classwork beak of lab finches .pdf making_connections_lab.pdf Natural Selection Review hw.docx You need to draw , label and color and system that goes by your name. EXAMPLE: Makhuba will make the system number 1 that is is
System. if you have any questions please email me. body systems projects.docx frog dissection lab report Frog Dissection Lab Report.docx finish your lab report and hand in Monday Sheep Heart Inpertion.docx this system will not be in Monday's test please study for Monday's test. is going to be for the biodiversity laboratory. there are practice questions online. HW genetic technology due Monday
worksheet genetic technology.doc Incomplete and codominance worksheet LEXIOLOGY ACCOUNTS MUST FRIDAY class work Friday. If you don't finish class, bring it on Monday. Genetic Chapter 10 whole.ppt practice questions due to Friday Genetic Practice Problems.docx Mitosis, Meiosis Worksheet Photosynthesis and Breathing Reviewsheet Work due Monday. Please deliver the lessons for Tim.
please answer all questions from Monday 8:00 am Quiz on Tuesday in chapter 8.1 only topics are: diffusion, osmosis, passive and active transport. diffusion, osmosis, worksheet.docx study guide to the chapter 7 test on November 21 Test in Chapter 6, Monday, November 13, 2017 Here is the power point presentation that I used in class if you missed notes that you can check and study from it. Finish the
review sheets and give them. Try chapter 3sec. 1 and chapter 4 use the chapter of your book 3 sec. 2 to answer these questions about each type of biom. List the different types of biom (if there are different types!) List where the biome is located List of 5 plants living in the biome List of 5 animals living in the biome What is the climate in the biome? A brief description of the biom. cycles in the work of
nature due 10/12 select a circle and draw it with a brief summary about it. Food web and food chain lab is due. REFERENCE QUESTIONS: ALL QUESTIONS REFERRED TO ALL THIS QUESTIONS No upcoming assignments. Plate Masonic and Volcanoes WebQuest.pdf Natural Selection Graphic Novel.pdf Dance Dance Evolution.pdf Variations in Unimonster Variations in Unimonster Populations.doc
Evolution of Species Vocab WS Evolution of Species Vocab WS.pdf The Great Minerals Find.pdf Peppered Moth Simulation.pdf Learning About the Fossil Bubble Notes Evidence of Evolution Vocab WS Evidence of Evolution Vocab WS.pdf Evidence of Darwin's Foldable Journey Evolution Vocab WS.pdf Darwin Observations WS.pdf Review Darwin's Theory WS Rethinking Darwins Theory.pdf Learning
about Mendel's Work Learning for Mendel'. s Work.doc Review Mendels Work WS.doc Practice with Punnett Squares Practice with Punnett Squares.doc Bikini Bots Genetics 1.pdf Cell and Legacy Vocab WS Cell and Legacy Vocab WS.doc The Cell legacy WS cell and legacy cell notes and legacy notes- student.doc Jurassic World Project.pdf Illuminating Photosynthesis WS
PhotosynthesisNGSSCaffoldedWorksheet.pdf Photosynthesis Analysis WS Photosynthesis Distribution STUDENT.doc Wrapping Up Photosynthesis WS Wrap Up Photosynthesis.pdf Get a handle (breathing activity).doc Science Safety Contract grade 7 7 short.doc Trailblazer Parent Letter Trailblazers Group Letter.doc Letter.doc
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